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AGENDA ITEM NO.:

10.4

TO:

Council on 27 October 2020

DIRECTOR:

Simon Bradley, Director Infrastructure and Environment

REPORT AUTHOR:

Simon Bradley, Director Infrastructure and Environment

SUBJECT:

Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Playspace – Results of
Consultation

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council’s Open Space Strategy identifies the priority parks for upgrades and the Prospect
Gardens / Narnu Wirra playspace is scheduled for an upgrade in the 2020/21 financial
year.
A Draft Concept Plan for the upgrade of Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra was been
developed by Council Administration incorporating a new playground, fitness equipment,
nature play, dinosaur fossil discovery trail, sensory musical panel, furniture, entry
statement, lighting, pavement and amenity planting. This Draft Concept Plan was
endorsed by Council at the 28 July 2020 meeting to undertake community consultation.
Council received over 100 responses to the consultation. The number and quality of
submissions received highlights how much Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra is valued by
local residents. As well as commenting on the concerns people have regarding the draft
Concept Plan, many suggestions were provided for how the Concept Plan could be
improved.
There was general agreement that the existing equipment is old and in need of an
upgrade. The key themes of concern (in order of importance):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dogs - should be banned from playspace (ongoing problem with people not picking
up after their dogs; children feeling scared of dogs);
Grass - needs to be maintained for play, picnics, cooling etc;
Design is cluttered – tries to fit too much in to the space;
Exercise equipment – doesn’t suit proposed location and isn’t needed;
Play equipment doesn’t adequately cater for older children;
Sandpit not appropriate – messy, health hazard (dog / cat faeces; sharps, etc);
Additional seating, BBQ and shade required.

A revised Draft Concept Plan has been developed in response to the issues raised as part
of the community consultation. Due to the extent and quality of feedback received,
Council Administration recommends that a further round of community consultation be
undertaken prior to bringing a report back to Council.
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RECOMMENDATION
(1)

Council having considered Item 10.4 Prospect Gardens/ Narnu Wirra
Playspace – Results of Consultation receive and note the report.

(2)

That Council endorse the Draft Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra
Playspace Concept Plan (V2) (as presented in Attachment 38) for further
community consultation.

(3)

A further report is provided to Council on the outcomes of community
consultation on the Draft Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Playspace
Concept Plan.

DISCUSSION
At the Council Meeting on 28 July 2020 a report was presented to Council presenting a
draft concept plan to upgrade the playspace at Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra and
seeking consent to undertake community consultation. At the meeting Council resolved:

(1) Council having considered Item 10.14 Draft Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra
Playspace Concept Plan receive and note the report.
(2) That Council endorse the Draft Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Playspace Concept
Plan (as presented in Attachment 1) for community consultation.
(3) A further report is provided to Council on the outcomes of community consultation
on the Draft Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Playspace Concept Plan.
It is relevant to note that a Playspace Upgrade Survey was undertaken in September
2017, providing options for play equipment and seeking feedback on what residents
would like to see as part of the upgrade. There were 42 responses received and the
feedback informed the Draft Concept Plan.
At the Council meeting on 26 May 2020 a report was presented advising we were
successful in receiving a grant under the State Government’s Planning and Development
Fund for the redevelopment of the Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra playspace. The total
cost of the proposed upgrade is $427,000 with $218,000 in grant funding. The conditions
of the grant funding requires the upgrade to be completed by 1 July 2021.
Community Consultation Method
Consultation invited the community to participate in the engagement process and to
complete online survey (Level 2 – ‘consult and involve’). This process included:
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Postcards delivered to owners & residents that
live within 200 metres of the reserve (320
properties in total)
Signage placed at reserve
Promotion on social media & Community
Engagement Hub
Meeting with SRC students of Nailsworth Primary
School
Invitation to an Interactive Webinar (not held due to no registrations)
Postcards delivered to local children’s centres (St Philips Kindergarten; Prospect
Enfield Kindergym; First Impressions Early Learning Centre)

A Councillor Workshop was held on 6 October 2020 to discuss the outcomes of the
community consultation. At this Workshop options were discussed and considered to
assist in the creation of the revised Concept Plan (V2).
Details provide an overview of the community consultation process and provide feedback
received as a result of the consultation process has been prepared (refer Attachment
1-37).
Outcomes of Community Consultation
Council received more than 100 forms of feedback as part of the consultation. These
included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

16 completed the online poll
42 completed the online survey
12 provided written submissions via Engagement Hub
6 provided written submissions via email
32 attended the consultation session at Nailsworth Primary School
11 comments were made via social media
1 deputation at Council Meeting (25 August 2020)

There was general agreement that the existing equipment is old and in need of an
upgrade. There was overall support for the following elements of the Plan:
•
•
•

Dinosaur theme
Cubby house
Nature play features

The key themes of concern (in order of importance) are set out in the Executive
Summary (above).
For further detail regarding responses to the consultation, please refer to the
‘Engagement Report – Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Playspace Upgrade 2020’, refer
Attachment 1-37.
Open Space Strategy
Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra is identified as a ‘Neighbourhood Park’ in Council’s Open
Space Strategy. A ‘Neighbourhood Park’ is one that has a catchment of around 600
metres or a 7.5 minute walk. They are designed as informal active and passive areas,
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have a safe and appealing quality, encourage purpose visitation (i.e. longer stays), areas
for family picnics or social gatherings and flexible and variety of spaces.
Playspace Concept Plan (V2)
As a result of the feedback received as part of the consultation, as well as feedback from
Councillors at the Workshop on 6 October 2020, Council Administration has prepared a
revised Playspace Concept Plan for Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra (V2), refer
Attachment 38. Details regarding this revised Concept Plan include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Dogs will not be allowed off-leash (refer to information provided later in this report);
Dry creek bed replaced with a “floor is lava” theme;
The flying fox has been removed due to potential noise, its location (partially hidden
on the side of the mound) is taking up too much lawn area and there is not enough
space to provide one that is challenging and adventurous enough;
The fitness station has been relocated and replaced with an “Active Area” which will
have static fitness equipment (monkey bars, chin up bars and parallel bars). There
was discussion about relocating the fitness station to the western section of the Park
(refer to Image 2, Section A). However Council Administration believes that as the
fitness station is now static equipment (”Active Area”) it should remain in its
proposed location (i.e. North Eastern corner of Park);
There was discussion regarding the replacement of the proposed red mulch
(representing lava) with another material such as rubber softfall. All proposed red
mulch is to be located in garden beds only;
A spinning seesaw has been added to target older kids;
A bridge has been added;
The age range for the play equipment is 3-13 years old, where the younger children
can interact with the sculpture at the base, and the older children can climb a variety
of ways depending on their dexterity;
More lawn has been left for family gatherings near the existing BBQs;
A passive area at the southern end has been added;
The sandpit has been relocated and a digger and dinosaur discovery element have
added;
The swings change to a double swing set with a regular and a toddler seat;
Park furniture: 7 seats, 2 picnic settings, 2 BBQs, 3 bins, 1 drinking fountain;
Although not considered as part of this upgrade, Council Administration
recommends the installation of fencing around western and southern sides of the
Park (refer to Image 2, Section A) to prevent soccer balls from rolling onto the
adjoining roads as well as dogs leaving the site.

Council Administration investigated the option to provide a tunnel (concrete) under the
earth mound in the South Eastern corner of the Park. To provide a tunnel, the earth
mound would require significant excavation as the pipes will require trenching, and
appropriate stabilising. The cost of this option is approximately $30,000, subject to safety
and risk analysis, so was not considered any further.
There was a desire to provide further challenging elements within the playspace that
appeal to and include older age groups e.g. ropes and higher slippery dips. An additional
50 sqm of softfall would be required to construct a larger play structure with more height,
such as a rope play tower.
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Currently, the revised concept caters for older age groups by incorporating suggestions
from the consultation, particularly from the older students at Nailsworth Primary School
and comments from residents with children in the older age bracket. These elements
include a rotating seesaw, obstacles such as monkey bars/chin up bars/parallel bars,
nature play and the current play fad: “the floor is lava”. Furthermore, the large dinosaur
play structure allows both younger and older children to utilise, based on their dexterity,
with more challenging ways of climbing to the top, which reaches four metres off the
ground. The design also acknowledges that older children may prefer sitting in groups
and interacting with each other at playgrounds rather than using play equipment.
The majority of the revisions in the design cater for a wider age group, encouraging
interaction between the various ages and abilities of children, supporting inclusive play.
The elements can be used by older children through imaginative play, such as the cubby
house being a volcano with the lava streaming out for them to avoid, or the cubby house
may be a retreat from the hot lava, or a place to sit and play trading card games such
as “Magic: The Gathering”, “Yu-gi-oh”, or “Pokemon”.
In addition, it is important to note that Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra is classified as a
“Neighbourhood Park”, where, although there is desire to incorporate large play
structures, the park classification (including budget, space, suitability, maintenance and
so on) does not make this feasible.
Image 1 shows a series of bubble diagrams, distinguishing differing usage zones (i.e.
family, play and fitness zones). The simplifying of the zones between V1 and V2 Concept
Plans and the retention of “family” and “passive” zones are the major features displayed.
Image 1: Bubble Diagram Distinguishing Differing Usage Zones

Existing (Current) Site
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Dog Off-Leash Area
The highest priority issue from respondents to the consultation was dog management.
A high percentage of respondents want dogs to be banned from the playspace due to
ongoing problems with people not picking up after their dogs as well as children feeling
scared of dogs.
There is a sign located in the eastern section (Section B) of Prospect Gardens / Narnu
Wirra indicating that this area is available for daily off-leash times between 5:00am and
8:00am and then 5:00pm and 8:00pm. This sign contradicts Council’s Dogs By-Law 2015
(By –Law No. 5) which prescribes the daily off-leash times for the western section of
Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra (Section A). The referenced sections are shown on
Image 2.
In a South Australian Government Gazette notice on 5 May 2016, notice was given that
at the Council Meeting on 26 April 2016, City of Prospect resolved to rescind the
resolution of 23 February 2016 and amend the Dogs Off-Leash areas within Council to
include (in part):

Dogs can be off-leash between the times of 5:00am to 8:00am and 5:00pm to 9:00pm
at the following locations, excluding playground areas:
•

Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Reserve (west side lawn area) – West Terrace,
Nailsworth

In conjunction with the By-Law, it states that “A person must not allow a dog under that

person’s control to be or remain: …. within 5 metres of children’s playground
equipment….. unless the dog is secured by a strong leash not exceeding 2 metres in
length which is either tethered securely to a fixed object capable of securing the dog or
held by a person capable of controlling and preventing it from being a nuisance or a
danger to other persons.”
A children’s playground is defined as “any enclosed area in which there is equipment,

apparatus or other installed devices for the purposes of children’s play (or within 5
metres of such devices if there is no enclosed area).”

Council Administration is recommending that the eastern end of Prospect Gardens /
Narnu Wirra is designated as a no off-leash area, as intended in Council’s ‘Dogs By-Law
2015 (By –Law No. 5)’. This will be noted as part of the proposed community
consultation.
As previously recommended, Council Administration recommends the installation of
fencing around western and southern sides of the Park (Section A, refer to Image 2) to
prevent soccer balls from rolling onto the adjoining roads as well as dogs leaving the
site.
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Image 2: Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Segments

A

B

Community Consultation
It is proposed that further community consultation be undertaken to allow for additional
feedback on the revised Concept Plan before it is presented to Council for adoption. The
purpose of the community consultation is to inform the community of the revised draft
Concept Plan for Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Playspace and invite participants to
provide feedback on components of the revised Draft Concept Plan to ensure that it
meets the community’s expectations. The proposed level of engagement, in accordance
with Council’s Community Engagement and Consultation Policy, is Level 2 ‘Consult and
Involve’. The consultation period will be for 21 days. The consultation process would
include:
•

•
•
•
•

Postcard style flyer (DL size) to owners and residents within a 200m radius of
Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra that provides an overview of the revised Draft
Concept Plan, inviting participation in the engagement process and provides
details for consultation (e.g. online survey);
Respond to each community member that responded to the consultation
(noting that not all respondents provided their name and/ or address);
Corflute signage at visible locations throughout the reserve;
Promotion of the revised Draft Concept Plan consultation via Council’s website
and social media;
Providing the opportunity for community members to provide feedback via
Council’s Community Engagement Hub via an online survey.

Council Administration considered alternative consultation methods to ensure timetables
are met however the abovementioned process is considered the most appropriate.
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To assist the community in visualising the vision for the upgrade of Prospect Gardens /
Narnu Wirra Playspace it is proposed that two perspective sketches are prepared of the
proposed upgrade. The cost of preparing these two sketches is approximately $3,500.
Council Administration then recommends that a further report is provided to Council on
the outcomes of community consultation on the revised Draft Prospect Gardens / Narnu
Wirra Playspace Concept Plan (V2). Depending on the quantity and detail of submissions,
it is envisaged that this report will be brought back to Council in December 2020.
Implications, Related Questions and Further Information
Financial Implications
Council has allocated $437,000 (incorporating $218,000 in State Government grant
funding) in the 2020/21 Annual Business Plan to the upgrade of the Prospect Gardens /
Narnu Wirra playspace.
Relevance to Core Strategies / Policy
•
•
•
•

Local Government Act 1999

Community Engagement and Consultation Policy
Open Space Strategy, 2018
Dog By-Law 2015

Strategic Plan to 2020 Theme 1 – People “Know, empower, celebrate, educate
and activate our community”
Strategy 1.2
Strategy 1.3

Environmentally active, sustainably focused
Active living for every age, every stage

Strategic Plan to 2020 Theme 2 – Place “Loved heritage, leafy streets, fabulous
places”
Strategy
Strategy
Strategy
Strategy

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Respect the past, create our future
Loved parks and places
An accessible City
A greener future

Strategic Plan to 2020 Theme 4 – Services “Leaders of the sector providing
efficient, responsive, accessible services”
Strategy 4.1
Strategy 4.4

Excellence in Infrastructure
Accountable and people-focused services
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ATTACHMENTS
Attachments 1-37: ‘Engagement Report – Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Playspace
Upgrade 2020’
Attachments 38:

Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Playspace Upgrade Revised Draft
Concept Plan (V2)
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Engagement Report
Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Playspace Upgrade 2020

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of the community engagement process
undertaken for the proposed Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra Playspace Upgrade and report on the
feedback received from our community as a result of the engagement process.
It is relevant to note that a Playspace Upgrade Survey was undertaken in September 2017, providing
options for play equipment and seeking feedback on what residents would like to see as part of the
upgrade. There were 42 responses received and the feedback informed the Draft Concept Plan.

Engagement Overview

t

Engagement Level
• Level 2 – Consult and Involve

en

Timeframe
• The engagement was open for a period of 3 weeks, commencing Friday 14 August 2020,
concluding Friday 4 September 2020.

At
ta
ch
m

Objectives
• To inform our community of the scheduled playspace upgrade and proposed draft concept
plan (the Plan)
• To seek community feedback on various elements of the draft concept plan – what elements
do people support/ not support; is anything missing from the draft Plan?
Target Group/Catchment Area
• Residents within 200m radius of Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra
(Note: this is the same catchment area as used for the initial consultation undertaken in 2017)
• Local residents and visitors to Prospect Gardens / Narnu Wirra
• Students from Nailsworth Primary School
• Local children’s centres (St Philips Kindergarten, Prospect Enfield Kindergym and 1st
Impressions Early Learning Centre)
• Prospect Petanque Club
Promotion & Engagement Activities Undertaken
Activity

Description

Target Group

Mail Out

Promotional postcard delivered to
residents within 200m of project
area (320 properties in total) to
raise awareness of the project and
seek feedback via Council’s
Engagement Hub website.

•

Residents within
200m radius of
Prospect
Gardens / Narnu
Wirra

•

Local children’s
centres

Bundles of approximately 20
postcards hand delivered to St
Philips Kindergarten, Prospect
Enfield Kindergym and 1st
Impressions Early Learning Centre.

Number of Responses
•

N/A
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Description

Target Group

On-Site
Signage

Corflute signage erected at various
locations throughout the park to
raise awareness of the playspace
upgrade and direct people to the
Engagement Hub website

•

Local residents
and visitors to
the park

•

N/A

Social Media Posts on Council’s Facebook and
Instagram to promote the project
and invite feedback via Council’s
online Engagement Hub

•

Council’s social
media
community

•

11 comments made

Webpage

Project webpage on Council’s
Engagement Hub website providing
background information on the
project, draft concept design,
frequently asked questions, survey
and poll

•

Residents within
200m radius of
precinct
Wider City of
Prospect
community

•

N/A

Interactive
Consultation
Session at
Nailsworth
Primary
School

Council’s Landscape Architect and
Acting Manager Infrastructure and
Assets met with 32 Student
Representative Council (SRC)
members from Reception to Year 7
to present the draft concept plan
and gather feedback and
suggestions for the various play
elements of the Plan.

•

Members of the
Nailsworth
Primary School
Student
Representative
Council (SRC)

•

32 student
representatives

Online Poll

Poll established on Council’s
Engagement Hub website to gauge
whether people generally support
or don’t support the draft concept
plan.

•

Residents within
200m radius of
precinct
Wider City of
Prospect
community

•

16 responses

Survey established on Council’s
Engagement Hub website to gain
feedback on draft concept plan as
well as information about how
people use the park.

•

•

42 responses

People were invited to make
written submissions via Council’s
Engagement Hub website or via
email to
admin@prospect.sa.gov.au

•

Residents within
200m radius of
precinct
Wider City of
Prospect
community
Residents within
200m radius of
precinct
Wider City of
Prospect
community

•

12 written
submissions via
Engagement Hub
6 written
submissions via
email

en
•

At
ta
ch
m
Online
Survey

Written
Submissions

Number of Responses

t

Activity

•

•

•

•
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Activity

Description

Target Group

One on One
Discussions

Council’s Landscape Architect held
individual discussions (telephone
and face to face) with community
members and key stakeholders to
discuss the draft concept plan and
gather feedback.

•
•

Local residents
Prospect
Petanque Club

•

3 one-on-one
discussions

Interactive
Webinar*

An interactive online Zoom session
where community members can
talk with Council’s Landscape
Architect about the project, ask
questions and provide feedback.

•

Residents within
200m radius of
precinct
Wider City of
Prospect
community

•

0 responses.

t

•

en

*Note: Due to zero registrations
being received, this session was not
held.

There were other forms of
feedback received that were not
targeted consultation activities.
One deputation at a Council
meeting was received, and one late
written submission was received.

•

N/A

At
ta
ch
m

Other

Number of Responses

•
•

•

1 deputation at
Council Meeting on
25/08/2020
1 late written
submission
(received late
September 2020)
Refer Attachment 6

The draft concept plan is available in Attachment 1 and examples of the promotional material used is
available in Attachment 2.

Findings and Results

More than 100 responses were received via a variety of platforms as outlined in the table above.
(Note that several individuals may have provided more than one response e.g. completed the online
survey and made a written submission).

Feedback received was from:
•
•
•
•

Regular users of the park
Parents with children
Children
Adults without children

School aged children were well represented by the survey and school visit, while preschool aged
children were well represented in the survey, with 80% of survey respondents having preschool aged
children.
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Similar issues were raised in the survey, written submissions, one on one discussions and social media.
Below is a summary of the key themes of the issues raised.
Key Themes of Support
• There was general agreement that the existing equipment is old and in need of an upgrade

en

t

Key Themes of Concern
The key themes of concern have been listed in order of importance below:
1. Dogs - should be banned from playspace; ongoing problem with people not picking up after
their dogs; children feeling scared of dogs
2. Grass - needs to be maintained for play, picnics, cooling, etc… and should not be removed
3. Design is cluttered – tries to fit too much in to the space
4. Exercise equipment - doesn’t suit proposed location and/or isn’t suitable or needed
5. Equipment doesn’t adequately cater for older children
6. Sandpit not appropriate – messy, health hazard (dog/cat faeces, sharps, etc..)
7. Adequate shade needs to be retained or added
8. Additional park furniture is needed including seating and BBQ

Interactive Consultation Session at Nailsworth Primary School

At
ta
ch
m

On 28 August 2020, Council’s Landscape Architect and Acting Manager Infrastructure and Assets met
with 32 Student Representative Council (SRC) members from Reception to Year 7 to present the draft
concept plan and gather feedback and suggestions for the various play elements of the Plan.
They asked the students what they would like to see as part of the upgrade and their favourite pieces
of equipment from the pictures that were shown to them.

Generally, students were supportive of the upgrade and provided many suggestions to include as part
of the upgrade. The responses from the students will inform the exact equipment that will be installed
at the playspace, such as a digger in the sandpit and talking tubes. Responses also confirmed the level
of support for the various elements such as overwhelming support for the new cubby house and
nature play features.
A summary of all the responses received from the students can be found in Attachment 3.
Online Poll

The Engagement Hub website provided the option of an online poll to gauge the general level of
community support for the draft concept plan.
The Poll received 16 responses, with 56% of respondents supporting the Plan, 31% of respondents not
supporting the Plan and 13% of respondents being unsure.
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The Engagement Hub website provided the option of an online survey for people to provide feedback
on the proposed concept design as well as information about how they use the park.

At
ta
ch
m

The survey received 42 responses. Below is a summary of the survey findings.
How respondents use the playspace:
•

•

•

The majority of survey respondents are regular users of the playground. 60% use the
playground on a daily/weekly basis, 38% use the playground on a fortnightly/monthly basis.
Most respondents (83%) spend an average 0-2 hours at the playground, 10% of respondents
vary the amount of time they spend each visit and only 7% spend more than 2 hours at the
playground.
93% of respondents have children in their family. 29% have children aged 0-2 years, 52% have
children aged 3-5 years, 40% have children aged 6-12 years and 21 % have children aged 12
plus years.
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Support and Concerns for the draft Concept Plan
•

•
•
•

Approximately half of the respondents (52%) support the Plan, approximately a quarter of
respondents (26%) don’t support the Plan and approximately a quarter of respondents (22%)
are unsure.
45% of respondents felt the Plan met their needs, 29% felt it did not meet their needs and
26% were unsure.
The majority of respondents (62%) have concerns about the draft Plan
Approximately 70% of respondents stated there were things missing from the Plan.
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A full list of the comments received for each survey question can be found in Attachment 4.
Written Submissions

At
ta
ch
m

A total of 18 written submissions were received (12 via Engagement Hub and 6 via email). The
submissions included concerns people have for the draft concept Plan, as well as suggestions for how
the Plan could be improved.
Submissions were made by local residents who are frequent users of Prospect Gardens/Narnu Wirra
as well a Member of Parliament.
The key areas of concern raised in the written submissions were in relation to dogs, grass, choice,
placement and suitability of equipment, and park furniture.

The majority of suggestions made for the Plan were in relation to play and exercise equipment.

A complete list of all written submissions received can be found in Attachment 5.
One on One Discussions

There were three one-on-one discussions with Council staff, two of which were over the phone and
one held onsite in person.

The Prospect Petanque Club were telephoned and notified of the proposed upgrade plan and
appreciated the notification. There were no specific comments provided during the phone
conversation.
Another telephone call was received from a local resident expressing concerns with elements of the
design and providing further suggestions for challenging equipment for older children. Subsequently,
the resident provided a written submission with their concerns and suggestions.

An onsite meeting was held with a local resident expressing concerns for various elements of the
design, including the placement of various components. Subsequently, the resident provided a written
submission summarising the concerns raised.
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A full summary of these discussions can be found in Attachment 6.
Interactive Webinar

en

Social Media

t

An interactive online Zoom session where community members can talk with Council’s Landscape
Architect about the project, ask questions and provide feedback was scheduled for Wednesday 26
August 2020 from 5.30pm – 6.30pm however did not proceed due to no-one registering to attend the
session.
The Interactive Webinar was set up as an alternative to an organised consultation event being held
onsite. Current COVID-19 measures restrict Council from undertaking public consultations in this
format, therefore the webinar was provided as an option to answer any questions.

The consultation was promoted via Council’s social media channels as follows:
•
•

Facebook posts on 14/08/2020, 25/08/2020 and 29/08/2020 (Mayor’s Video)
Instagram post 25/08/2020

At
ta
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m

The Mayors video had the highest engagement level with 777 video views (10.7% engagement rate
per impression), while Instagram had the lowest level of engagement (1.9% engagement per
impression).
A small number of comments were made on social media concerning the replacement of swings,
removal of lawn and support for the upgrade and theme.
Image: Examples of the Social Media Posts

A complete list of the comments received via social media is available in Attachment 7:

Conclusion
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The number and quality of responses received for the consultation indicates that Prospect
Gardens/Narnu Wirra is well utilised and much loved by local residents.
Whilst respondents are generally supportive of an upgrade being undertaken for the playspace, the
majority of respondents have concerns about many of the various elements being proposed. The key
concerns raised by respondents were in relation to dogs, grass, equipment choice and placement,
shade and park furniture. Many suggestions for which types of play equipment to include in the new
design were also made, by both children and adults.

t

Overall, approximately 50% of the people engaged support the Plan while the other 50% either don’t
support the Plan or are unsure.

Recommendations
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1. Community feedback received as part of the consultation is used to develop a revised concept
plan.
2. A revised concept plan is presented to Council for endorsement for further community
consultation.

Attachments

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Attachment 4:
Attachment 5:
Attachment 6:
Attachment 7:
Attachment 8:

Draft Concept Design
Promotional Material
Nailsworth Primary School Consultation Feedback
Online Survey Comments
Written Submissions
One on One Discussions Feedback
Social Media Comments
Other
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Draft Concept Design
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Attachment 1:
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Attachment 2:

Promotional Material
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Webpage
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Onsite Signage
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Promotional Postcard
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Attachment 3:

Nailsworth Primary School Consultation Feedback

Question 1: What would you like to see in the sandpit area:
- rockers/springers – 1 vote
- digger – majority of vote
- sand table – 2 votes
Additional comments: add a trail with a sturdy water pump. The water pump at their school was
broken by some of the older kids because it wasn’t sturdy enough. Provide sand shovels.
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Question 2: What interactive features would you like to see?
- spinner – 11 votes (but they prefer a bucket spinner rather than the standing one)
- talking tubes – 15 votes
- wooden animals – 3 votes
- musical panel – 1 vote
Additional comments: Small trampolines (this was a popular option). Rotating net like at Memorial
Gardens (this was a popular option). Hamster wheel – the one you go inside and it rotates (this was a
popular option)
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Question 3: What type of swing do you prefer?
- basket swing – all voted (but prefer the one that rotates and swings in different directions)
- traditional double swing – 6 votes
Question 4: Do you like the dinosaur theme?
- yes – 8 votes
- no – 2 votes
- unsure – majority were saying they “sort of” liked the dinosaur theme

Other themes they suggested:
- Harry Potter (this was very popular but we also mentioned copyright). Broomsticks on flying fox.
- Simpsons themed where the hamster wheel can be a big donut
- a variety of themes
- medieval/pirate
- nature themed
- animal theme
Question 5: Do you like the new flying fox?
Yes – majority of votes
No – one vote

Question 6: Do you like the new cubby house and nature play features?
Yes- majority of votes
No – no votes

They also provided many more ideas for playground features that they like including:
- treehouse
- monkey bars
- bridge
- obstacle course, Ninja course, warped wall
- spider web climbing net
- a dinosaur tunnel with glass eyes you can see out of
- red floor like lava and logs that you can balance over the lava
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- carousel on the ground that rotates
- scavenger hunt (the dinosaur trail is the same concept)
- ropes hanging down like vines (to tie in with the dinosaur theme)
- seesaw
-embankment tunnel slide (they mentioned a metal slide in the sun will get hot if it’s going down the
existing mound)
- spiral slide rather than a straight one coming off the dinosaur climbing net
Other comments:
- have an area where greyhounds are allowed off-leash
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Some questions that came up from students were:
- why are we removing the old playground? Answer: because it is old and needs to be replaced. There
are parts that don’t work properly anymore and some of it is not as safe as it can be.
- is the gate from the tennis courts going to stay? Answer: yes, all the fencing will stay.
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Attachment 4:
Question 1:

Online Survey Comments

Do you support the current draft Concept Plan that has been prepared?

Comments from respondents who answered Yes:
Looks fantastic
The plan sounds good. I’m happy with it.
It’s great to see a range of different play experiences suitable for a number of age groups
But make sure there is some stuff for big kids
Think it’s great, love the dinosaur theme and exercise equipment
We love the concept, however we believe the exercise equipment is often under-utilised in
other parks, and the space may be better used for additional community amenities such as
shade and BBQ as we are sure this will become a popular park to hold birthday parties.
7. Yes however I strongly feel that the dual kids playground / dog park is unacceptable as I’ve yet
to visit the park and not seen dog poo everywhere
8. Full fence with access gates, currently children can run out on the road at the southern end of
the park. Sick of seeing dog waste on the grass
9. Would be great if it had enclosed fence around perimeter like The Old Gum Tree play park at
Glenelg.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Comments from respondents who answered No:

1. I don't fully support it. But I like some aspects
2. It's cluttered and tries to fit too much into the space.
3. It's cluttered and tries to fit too much into the space. It reduces the lawned area by around
50%. It turns a picnic park into a playground. The swings have been removed.
4. This is a shared space and the design is very focused on children’s play. The design is very
cluttered at the northern. The northern end is used for bbq etc and the fitness equipment
clutters the space and leaves little room for movement around the bbq and for gatherings.
The fitness equipment doesn’t fit at this end of the park with eating, bbq areas. Fitness
equipment shouldn’t go in a local park.
5. No need for fitness station there is equipment on Derlanger Ave. Sensory musical panel is a
waste kids never play with it.
6. Too many instillations. This is a park, and should not just become focussed on a playground
and I say this as a mum with young kids. Please maintain vast grassy areas. Do not overcrowd
this space.
7. We need more grassed areas for picnics and large group gatherings, many family have small
children and the current grassed area is lush and cool
8. Mostly it's ok but that Dinosaur slide with the ropes is not a good idea. Just look at the
playground for an example why. Small kids will climb up to go down the slide but won't be
able to get there and will need to be rescued by parents. The slide isn't high enough to be
interesting for the kids who will be capable of climbing up to use it.
9. Needs more play equipment. Monkey bars etc
10. I will email through detailed comments.
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Question 2:
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1. On the whole it looks okay - there is some old fencing near the Petanque club that should be
removed
2. Takes away a lot of grass area, and money could be put to updating the soccer area and the
tennis courts
3. Not enough grass space and no swings but do like the flying fox and sand pit area
4. I feel like it doesn’t really hit the balance of being a play area for children and being a nice play
to fit and hangout, particularly for older people. Also not a fan of the sandpit, just doesn’t
seem really appropriate.
5. I am not seeing a quiet place for adults without children to unwind and relax - the park is quite
small
6. Shading is so important
7. Overall the plan seems reasonable, however, as a resident of Buchanan Street the traffic that
this may result in could cause problems for residents re street parking, speed and obstruction
in what is a narrow street.

Does the draft Concept Plan meet your needs?
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Comments from respondents who answered Yes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I think this overall plan is fantastic and a welcome upgrade to our nearest playground
Flying fox should be one you can sit/stand on (as per the picture), not just hang.
As mentioned above, additional bbq/shelter would be great
yes with adequate shade, keeping the trees
Most kids just want swings and something to climb, Could just replace the existing equipment
that is there instead of ripping up all the grass !

Comments from respondents who answered No:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

No needs to be suitable for all ages
Needs more challenging equipment to keep kids 7+ yr olds engaged.
Need for greater challenges for older kids and adults
Would like more area to sit and watch my children, also having more swings for the teens.
Why remove the current play equipment, why not just add to it. Children play chasey in and
around the current equipment and it allows for kids of all different ages, this one seems
smaller and less able to support a large number of kids.
Needs more play equipment that is interesting and exciting. Kids need more than slides,
swings and ropes. The flying fox is a good idea, but it's not enough.
It's cluttered and tries to fit too much into the space. It reduces the lawned area by around
50%. It turns a picnic park into a playground. The swings have been removed.
Will become overcrowded with equipment and will lose the beauty of true nature play in its
current vast spaces.
See above
See previous answer

Comments from respondents who answered Unsure:
1. It seems to be quite suited more to really little kids - whereas lots of people in the area have
older school aged children
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2. Although there will be adult equipment, the main focus is too much on very young children.
3. Not challenging enough equipment, would be nice for it to include a “toddler” section and
harder adventurous section for the 8-13 year olds
4. Not sure how big the play things with the slide is, does it appeal to 5 - 8 year olds?
5. I want to use the park for quiet and peaceful contemplation. I don't think this can be achieved
as the design appears to centre around engaging children.
6. Our children use the swings and love running around in the grass. It’s good that the mound is
staying as children live to play and roll down it
7. Additional netting at the opposite end of the soccer nets would be worth considering for
safety purposes - but not if it means removing any trees

Comments from respondents who answered Yes:

t

Do you have any concerns about the draft Concept Plan?

en

Question 3:
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1. The mess the sandpit will make.
2. Sand pits/areas can become very dirty and messy and get contaminated with rubbish.
3. The two items that I am not convinced on are the sand pit area and new fitness station. I do
not believe the sand pit is the best use of space. Generally, sand pit areas are difficult to keep
clean, they can have harmful items buried in them and are very unhygienic. Secondly, you
rarely see the fitness station areas getting used in parks. This park is more suited for families
with small children to play, therefore both these areas would be better suited to more play
equipment.
4. I like the idea of the sand pit, but am concerned about the potential hazards for young
children that could exist if it isn’t maintained to a high standard. In particular the risk of sharp
objects (broken glass, needles etc) if the sand isn’t checked regularly. My other concern is
regarding dog faeces - particularly in the sandpit but throughput the playground generally.
Currently many dog owners disregard the regulations about picking up after their dog. This
puts children’s health at risk.
5. The sandpit is a health risk and should not be included. I strongly believe that the park needs
to have a ban on dogs as dogs also are a health risk. People do not pick up after them. The
dogs also can be very intimidating for young children no matter how friendly the dogs are.
6. Sandpit not appropriate if dogs will be accessing the park. Loss of green grassy space. Water
feature not needed. I don't really like the flying fox - kids love rolling and running down that
grassy hill!
7. Please do not allow dogs in. There is a dedicated dog park in Broadview. Too many people do
not keep on leash. This can scare the children. It's a playspace not a dog park.
8. Yes however I strongly feel that the dual kids playground / dog park is unacceptable as I’ve yet
to visit the park and not seen dog poo everywhere. The dog park element has to go. The
Broadview dog park is for this.
9. Not enough grass
10. Concerned about too much soft fill and garden bed and not enough grass
11. The reduced amount of lawn area compared to what is currently there - replacing any trees
that are felled.
12. It's cluttered and tries to fit too much into the space. It reduces the lawned are by around
50%. It turns a picnic park into a playground. The swings have been removed.
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13. Northern end very cluttered design and gym equipment doesn’t go with bbq eating. This space
works as it is and design is over done.
14. There is too much crammed into the area more open play areas are needed, it looks like
council is trying to spend as much money as possible.
15. Need to keep trees, shade play equipment and rest areas
16. It doesn't have equipment to challenge older children. There is too much sand space. More
grass play space is needed.
17. Needs to have more stuff for big kids
18. Not enough play equipment for all ages not just little ones
19. It looks boring for big kids and too spread out for little kids
20. There doesn't seem to be any play equipment for a child with a disability
21. Will there be enough seating for parents coming with small children?
22. The lack of quiet space for adults.
23. Potential increase in cars, cars obstructing a narrow street, increase in noise and light
pollution (there is already very bright lights from the Pétanque club and spotlight in front of
the courts car park).
24. see answer to Q4
25. I will email through detailed comments.
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Comments from respondents who answered Unsure:

1. over the top
2. I'd like to ensure that the park will still be available as an off leash area for dogs as it is
currently during certain hours. Some people cannot manage walking extensively and this
allows them the ability to take their dogs to an area then can run.
3. No swings and limited grass space

No comments were received from people who answered No.

Question 4:

Is there anything you think is missing from the draft Concept Plan?

Comments from respondents who answered Yes:

1. Ensuring it remains a cool area to sit and play for adults and kids during summer. The courts
next to it a great but they do radiate a lot of heat.
2. Shade? Places to sit and supervise
3. It would be grade to have a shade over some part of the park with play equipment and
benches, just like in Prospect soldier memorial playground. This way, we can use the park
safely in summer as well.
4. Not clear about shading for the equipment, but I guess the trees may provide ample shade in
summer?
5. Shading for play equipment and rest, bike or scooter paths
6. Additional bbq facilities , shaded areas as slides especially stainless steel slides get very hot in
summer
7. As above, additional bbq/shelter or perhaps timber bench seating
8. Perhaps another bbq area on the east side of the existing mound (near east street).
9. Interesting play equipment, water play, accessories for sandpit etc. Don't worry so much
about the dinosaur aesthetic, think about functionality first.
10. Monkey bars
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11. Exercise equipment pictured is boring and lacks challenge. I probably won't use at all. Monkey
bars, uneven Bars, chin up bars etc would provide far great use and I personally would enjoy
using daily, as would my older kids.
12. It is a bit hard to tell but there may not be enough equipment (slide/swings) that are suitable
for young toddlers.
13. An inground tramp may be good, like at Zoo play ground and Drage Reseve at Felixstow.
Enclosed perimeter fence is crucial.
14. It would be good to include some kind of water play in the river bed design. The Prospect
Playground has water play (although not working currently) and this is always a popular part
of the playground area
15. Without suggesting specific items, I believe the park should be designed more like the
Soldier's Memorial Gardens Playground, as everyone in the area in very happy with that park
and even though we only live a street away from the Narnu Wirra, we go to Soldier's
Memorial Gardens Playground.
16. Equipment for older children.
17. Equipment to keep 7+ yr olds engaged. Sufficient grassed area for kicking a ball around when
having a BBQ.
18. Stuff for big kids
19. Swings and more grass space
20. More grass area, stuff for bigger kids - not enough grass space remaining
21. Grass
22. The removal of the dog park in the kids play area. One or the other
23. I believe that dogs should be totally banned from the park. Many owners don’t keep their
dogs on a leash when they should. Young children are often intimidated by dogs, on a leash or
not. Why not fence the south western corner of the reserve adjacent to West Tce. and make
it a shared dog / soccer park.
24. A community garden, fairy lights in trees for night time ambience, a netball ring. Also what
happens in regards to letting dogs off in the play space? If this changes, the soccer area could
be closed off as a dog park.
25. It doesn't address the other areas of the park, such as the soccer field and the tennis court,
which both need attention.
26. The apparent lack of a secluded, quiet space away from children at play.
27. Unclutter the design at northern end. The park is more than a children’s playspace as the
design implies. You should first see how the space is currently used by residents then design
the space based on these activities rather than a focus on kids play. I don’t want the outdoor
equipment in the park. Its not needed in local park. Just clutters the space.
28. Fencing, paving, grass renewal, pine retaining wall at steps - crumbling and large rusty nails
protruding out. My kids can actually get to the road themselves through the log fencing - very
dangerous!

Comments from respondents who answered Unsure:
1. Maybe a seesaw?
2. My 6 yo likes monkey bar play so hopefully the climbing frame can accommodate this. We also
love the large, round swings our children can sit on together.
No comments were received from respondents who answered No.
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Attachment 5:

Written Submissions

Received via Engagement Hub
Note: Names and contact details were provided but have been removed
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1. Message: Afternoon and thank you for the opportunity to supply our personal view.
We have lived in Nailsworth - a few houses up from the playground for over 33 years.
This playground is very popular all year round and very pleased to see an upgrade to
ensure people still enjoy utilising this area. I have a concern however, re the sand pit.
Currently dog owners take their dogs into this playground area and some don't clean
up after their dogs - it is actually getting worse around the neighourhood. I am
concerned stray cats and dogs will use the sandpit as an area to complete their
business, dog owners not doing the right thing regardless of how many doggy bags
and rubbish bins you provide and thus creating an unhealthy environment for
children. Seating is important within the grounds - I know an additional table/seats
have been added, but not sure if there is room to add more. The hill is great for
children with scooters, etc., but unsure if this is hindering some additional space to
utilise? The BBQ is also always in use and even some more would be great., along with
rubbish bins. Catering for different ages of children is also good as playground
equipment and the tennis courts provides enjoyment for all ages - in
increasing/updating equipment will entice more people and that's when you need to
ensure appropriate seating, toilets, etc are capable of taking extra numbers using
these grounds at the same time. on a side note, it is a pity that 'Nailsworth' can't
change its name to 'Prospect Gardens' in line with the name of this very popular
playground.

2. Message: It’s not clear from the plan, whether the existing lawn / grass is to be
retained (apart from where additions encroach on it). I am in favour of retaining as
much grass as possible as it provides a space for creative play for children including
group games as well as a space for running. The grass however needs to be free from
dog faeces - see attached photos.

3. Message: Hi there, I would like to see the dog park removed from the new play space
as when I take my young kids to the park there is always dog poo on the bark around
the play equipment and on the grass. This is daily. I feel it inappropriate to have a dog
park combined with a playground. This is unhygienic and unsafe for the kids. I have
taken several photos of this so please feel free to contact me for more info.
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4. Message: No Dogs!!! I am strongly against having dogs in this playground. My children
often come here and want to play on the grass freely however I am constantly finding
dog poo despite laws to pick it up after the dog. If you intend to put a sand pit in I
don’t understand how you could allow dogs as well. Children are frequently scared
and do not feel comfortable with strangers dogs. There is grass on the other side
which could be used for this purpose. Do not allow dogs in the space for young
children to play in.
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5. We are frequent users of this playground with children in the 4-8 age category. Firstly,
I would like to see dogs excluded from this area. There is always dog dirt, sometimes
in amongst the bark chip of the play equipment and it is absolutely disgusting. This is
particularly important if you continue with the idea of a sandpit. Alternatively, an area
at the northern end where the shelter is could be sectioned off to enable dogs to be
left at the end of the park.
Specific comments on various features below.
2) I think the fitness equipment is completely pointless. There is already equipment on
D’erlanger avenue which is hardly ever used. Additionally there is no resistance in this
type of equipment to be of much value.
3) Sandpit – Not sure about this feature but I as above, dogs must be excluded from
the playground if there is a sandpit.
4) Musical panel – I think these are a waste of time. I rarely see any kids interested in
these type of features.
5) New swing – good but how about a basket swing too. Kids LOVE these. The
playground on Walkerville terrace (beside the oval) has a good swing set.
6) Cubby and slide. Is this for little kids? OK
7) Stepping stones. Yes simple and good fun for all.
8) Creek bed with dinosaur. I wouldn’t bother with this. There is one at the memorial
gardens playground. No one uses. Ultimately the tap stops working (or is turned off to
save water – which is probably sensible).
9) Dinosaur themed playground. Not really that keen on this design. Definitely some
climbing equipment would be great but generally if you HAVE to climb to the slide that
will exclude a whole heap of children. You need to have an alternative means to get to
the slide ie ladder or steps. You really need a platform at the top of the slide.
10) Flying fox – AWESOME. All kids love these.
Overall I would definitely go with the flying fox and the simple (cheap things) like the
stepping stones and maybe sandpit (if no dogs). Get rid of the fitness equipment. The
key elements have got to be a really good swing set (as I said consider adding a basket
swing), a really good slide that is easily accessible to all. Have you though about using
the mound to also have a big metal slide going down the side? There are wide metal
slides ie > 1m wide which are amazing. That would be really cool. It would be better to
have one really good slide that all kids can use rather than two average ones.
Definitely some climbing equipment and perhaps something including a slackline
feature. Kids love slacklines (basically a low (ie 30cm of ground) flat tight rope.
Maybe also some spinners – there are these poles with a little platform to stand on
and you spin them round. Most playgrounds have them. A little bouncer see-saw?
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6. Message: I am really happy that the Narnu park is getting an upgrade. I think
something actually challenging desperately needs to be provided in the older
kids/adult equipment also which this plan is severely lacking. Think uneven bars,
monkey bars, ninja warrior style equipment, pull up bars etc instead of the basic
things that sit there not getting used. If someone is able to do situps they don't need a
sit up bench to do them. Please please please give us some challenging equipment we
can actually use. Great options at this park: Guyatt Park- St Lucia Warrior Park. So
much of the same basic stuff everywhere. Why not put in a water park for the younger
kids down one end of the tennis courts? Like at Midlands Reserve And Water Park in
Ballarat. In the winter they take the top parts off and put up some basketball nets. So
many amazing things around now please don't give us basic boring stuff.
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7. Message: Dear Sir/Madam We are happy to hear that the Playspace will be upgraded thank you. We have a suggestion/request for the Council. Could you reserve this
playspace for children only and exclude dogs. We often visit the playspace with our
grandchildren and they love it there. However, we come across dog faeces daily and
we have seen children step into them or even sit (unknowingly ). It is very unhygienic
and potentially health impacting. Also, people bring their dogs in there at all times of
the day and some of dogs are let to run freely. Our grandchildren have been scared
several times by big or barking dogs. There is really no need for dogs to use this
playspace as there is a Dog park just down the road, at Broadview oval. We have
discussed this with other parents and they all agree that this space should be for
children only. Thank you for your understanding. We hope you will take our request
into consideration.
8. Message: With the new playground, most of the equipment looks like it is for young
children. Please make sure the slides are too small - otherwise they are only suitable
for tiny kids. The sandpit and dinosaur discovery stuff and toddler swing is enough for
the little ones. Please make sure there is fun for older kids.
9. Message: Hi there, First of all I would love to see this plans coming to life. As a mom to
19m old toddler it would be awesome recreation spot for our toddler to runabout. I
love that you will include recreation area for grownups which will align with nearby
tennis courts. I also thank you for including ramp in southern end of the park for easier
accessibility. I live in 36a California street so using that southern entrance with my
baby pram was never an option due to the gaping tiles and stairs leading to the only
path. Thank you for considering parents with prams as well as wheelchair users. The
only suggestion for the upcoming project is to include a note that dogs and other pets
are not allowed in sandpit areas (zone 2 and 8 on the plans). I am dog owner myself
and I know he would go for sandy areas to toilet. I have common sense to prevent him
doing so, but unfortunately I noticed not all the dog owners are like that. Perhaps
even small fencing which prevents dogs running up to the kids playing in the sand?
Thank you for the effort to improve the park facilities. I am looking forward to see the
outcome.
10. Message: We live across the road for the playground and are so excited that it will be
getting a well deserved upgrade. Our 3 year old and 8 month old girls will get so much
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joy from going to play outside. Aside from the plan, which looks to provide a nice
variety of play options (and not just for older kids), I do have a gripe about this
playground - the dogs. We love animals. But the number of times there has been
uncleaned dog poo in the playground area, where little kids and even babies are free
to move (since it's fenced, which is great), is really unacceptable. It's gross, but also a
health hazard as kids are known to put everything in their mouths. This is okay if you
have a dog at home, and you can teach your children not to do that, but what if you
don't? Also, this week I have seen someone who allowed their dog to sit on top of the
table - which is supposed to be for possibly eating on - which is completely disgusting.
Yes most people know better, but not everyone. And though mostly leashed during
the required times, I have seen numerous occasions where owners let their dogs run
around during the periods when they should be on a leash. Dogs can go for exercise to
the Broadview dog park, which is less than 10 minutes walk away. They should not be
allowed in a kids playground. Other than that, we are really excited about the
playground upgrade, especially the musical equipment and the dinosaur fossils.
Thanks!
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11. I am concerned that
- The focus on adding many activities for young children will make the council
decide to limit the use of the park for exercising dogs with people. The ability to
walk in one end of the park, stroll around amongst the grass and trees and exit at
the other end of the park is one of the most valuable aspects of this park
- That adding in all of these activities for children will reduce the amount of time
available per day that this green space can be used for quiet reflection.
- There is a limited need for a large amount of additional childrens play equipment
to be added to this playground due to the ability of kids and carers to usually
access the public school playground which is less than 300m away throughout
weekends and most afternoons
- The proposed fitness station is so close to a proposed dedicated young children’s
play space and the section of the park which is most used for large gatherings. This
would likely be better placed on the East Terrace side of the park
- There is a proposed sandpit. Most carers of young children do not like kids having
sand throughout their clothes and shoes and this is one of the activities that
residents with a tiny yard can replicate whether they have hard surfaces or grass
to put it on. Many people also dislike children playing in sand pits like this which
local cats will use as a litter box
- The placement of the proposed new double swing will not allow enough free space
around it to reduce the risk of young children being hit by the swings when in use
- There is no mention of improving the paving at the entrance from Buchanan St.
This paving is treacherous due to gaps between the pavers
- There is no mention of upgrading/improving the trellis that currently exists on the
hill. This would benefit from proper plantings of creepers to create an arbour type
effect and ongoing maintenance
I have limited interest in seeing there be
- An entrance statement to the park
I enjoy and would like to see retained
- the current BBQs and tables with attached seating
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I like the suggestions of
- new lights
- a sensory musical panel
- a new double swing
- a new flying fox. The position of it as well appears that it will make use of the
incline of the hill to help make the experience richer than can currently be
obtained on the flying fox which has no height differential. I was sad to see that
the flying fox had been removed from the Barker Rd park
- a new cubby house with a slide. I hope this will be big enough to allow at least 3
children and 1 adult to be within the cubby house at the same time. Young
children really enjoy having adults actively playing with this in the same space
- nature play elements such as the use of larger rocks and logs for climbing,
balancing, dramatic play and investigation
I am interested if the council is going for a dinosaur theme to see a play structure
included similar to what is in the playground at Greenglade Drive, Paradise - dinosaur
sculpture that kids can climb on, climb through etc . Also, will the stepping stones be
in the shapes of dinosaur feet?
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12. •Fence has too many gaps for Dogs off leash to escape. We meet many other dog
walkers for plays at this beautiful park everyday, and my dog can fit through many of
the gaps in the fences, particularly the gap between the park and the tennis courts.
Also the wooden fencing at the Buchanan St end has quite a few larger gaps.
•Please do not take out so much grass, this park is just beautiful the way it is, yes a
few more play spaces would be great, but it is not necessary to take so much grass
away.
•The car parking space to the Petanque club does not seem necessary, there is a lot of
car parking around the whole park. Why not leave 1 narrow drive way to get to the
club and take away some of it to create more space for a SKATE PARK area which
would be amazing for the children who are slightly older. There are many children in
the area into skating and there isn’t a skate park near by. I do not feel the need for
such a larger soccer area, though I have 3 boys who love and play soccer, I don’t feel it
needs to be that large. The car park and grassed Soccer area could make way for a
smaller soccer area and skating area. Soccer area should have a more sufficient fence
so balls don’t run onto road.
•$437,000 seems like a huge amount for the simple upgrade that is currently
proposed.

Received via Council Email
Note: Names and contact details were provided but have been removed
1. Our family moved into First Ave in1985, at that time our three children were 3, 8 and
9. The play space and the tennis courts have been a regular site for family bar-b-ques
and picnics, as well as providing an open playspace for our children and six
grandchildren. Currently our youngest grandchild (aged 1) is the beneficiary of the
space.
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The adventure area in front of the mound and facing the Petanque facility
encourages children to play in an area that has a low visibility to the rest of the
park and provides ease of access to and from Buchanon St. . The proposed
placement of the ‘flying fox’ should be considered.
Parents/guardians should be able to have a clear line of sight across the park and
especially the most ‘attractive‘ areas.
The placement of the ‘mound’ and it’s obstruction of the line of sight to the
Buchanon St gate requires further consideration so that it does not become a
security threat.
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The upgraded bar-b-ques and shelters have enhanced the area for families on
weekends and even now in Covid times provides a welcome and safe relief for young
parents (and not so young grandparents).
The concerns that I have with the proposed upgrade are:
- The additional bar-b-que, and upgraded ‘shelters’ have further enhanced the park
for family events. The tennis, basketball courts are, (pre Covid) add to the
attraction of Narnu Wirra.
- The open space needs to remain ‘uncluttered’ and I do not believe that this will be
the case if the present upgrade is enacted.
- My specific concerns are the proposed location of the ‘exercise machines’ as they
impact on the open space of the picnic area. (perhaps they could be place in the
North East Corner (East/Buchanon) This area is the least used in the Park.

2. Dear Ms Phillips
I live 150 steps from Narnu Wirra/Prospect Gardens and currently taking advantage of
the space to walk my one year old grandson, a in the same way I have walked my 5
other grand children. Our family has taken advantage of the park since moving into
Nailsworth in 1985. Not only has the park provided exercise and enjoyment for our
immediate family but also for our extended family who have used it for family events
because of it's functionality.
Upgrades to the barbecues and a pergola have improved the area and the tennis
courts and 'soccer' pitch have added to the attraction as our children and the nieces
and nephews have grown older.
The proposed changes do not appear to have been thought through.
My main concerns are the placement of the 'exercise machines' in the middle of the
picnic area. The proposal for site 10 in particular because of the 'mound' obstructs the
'line of sight' to the gate on Buchanon St..
The open space and level ground that exists between the current sand pit and the
flying fox will be reduced and this area is used for picnics with blankets on the ground.
The space behind the mound at the East Tce Buchanon St. in my opinion is a better
place for the exercise machines.
I am not an expert in these matters, but more thought needs to be applied to the
treatment of the space taking into account the picnic role of the weekend and the
mothers and babies exercise and meeting place of the week days.
It is a pity that some of the grant money could not have be spent on putting netting on
the Buchanon and West boundaries of the 'soccer pitch' to minimise footballs being
kicked out onto the streets.
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Prospect Gardens is a park in multiple sections. They include the Tennis Court, Soccer
Field, Carpark, Petanque Club and the Picnic Park (the main focus of the Proposal)
Below are my observations and recommendations based on the proposal to upgrade the
Picnic Park section of Prospect Gardens/Narnu Wirra.
Current Benefits
- Unique Park – Only fenced and grassed picnic park in precinct
- 2 x BBQs
- 2 x Benches
- 2 x Picnic Tables
- Arbor with Bench
- Multi Use
- Dog Friendly
- Kid Friendly
- Easy to walk on grass
- Cool in summer
- Easy to maintain
- Pash and Broadview have nearby fitness Exercise Equipment
- Rattley and Memorial have nearby Nature Play
- Peppermint has nearby flying fox
- Only park with barbeques and a shelter
Proposal Issues
- HUGE loss of Grassed Area (80%)
- Too much equipment for small park
- Doesn’t include other areas (Tennis Court, Soccer Field, Carpark, Petanque)
- Too much money to spend on one area
- Higher maintenance - grass easier to mow, mulch requires whipper snipping and
large amounts of Roundup (glyphosate)
- Harder to trim trees with lift machine
- Mulch and soft-fall are a trip hazard for some walkers
- Grass is cooler in summer
- Rattley proves people really dislike this style. REALLY!
Equipment duplicates other nearby local parks
Turns a multi-use Picnic Park into mostly Playground
Not dog friendly
Mulch not baby friendly
Poison is NO-ONE friendly!
Recommendations
- Do not lose any grassed area in the Picnic Park.
- Retain current layout of equipment.
- Level and re-turf Park with modern turf (easier mowing)
- Replace the dated equipment but retain the locations
- Replace the play equipment with modern like for like
- Replace the swings with like for like (always being used)
- Replace flying fox with something new and different (Nature section, exercise
equipment)
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Move the ‘second BBQ’ and associated bench to the Eastern side of Park to
spread out gatherings
Install ‘smart bins’
Install a total and integrated lighting solution across the entire location (Park,
Soccer, Tennis, Carpark, Petanque) make BlueTooth accessible?
Install smart sensors on all entrances
Add new bin at Southern entry
Add a second dog bag dispenser at Southern entry
Install wifi security cameras – especially in Petanque
Re-pave Carpark – remove superfluous fence section
Re-surface the Tennis Court (retain bike friendliness)
Install a lower rail on the Tennis Court fence (new fence is bowing after one year)
Install soccer net at Southern end of Soccer pitch
Level and returf Soccer pitch with modern turf
Re-fence all Park and Southern Petanque with like for like ‘pool fence’
Replace dead trees and plants with like for like, but negotiate 5 years
maintenance included as a part of capital cost
Allow an entry to Park for the tree trimming lift machine
Redo all signage cohesively to reflect current CoP design language
Remove superfluous electric meter on Northern side of Picnic Park
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4. Hi Nina,
We are excited to see what has been proposed for the Narnu Wirra Playspace
upgrade. We love the creativity that has been put into the plan. I’m sure it will inspire
lots of imaginative play.
Thanks for the discussions I’ve had with you in the past week regarding the Playspace
upgrade. We have visited the playspaces you mentioned and taken a look at the
information you provided. We’ve also visited other playgrounds and searched for
ideas online too. We hope the following feedback will be helpful in finalising the plan.
The key element that is missing is something that will engage older children.
Something with motion would be attractive.
From our research over this past week and a half, the best item to incorporate for
older children would be the 3D seesaw that you mentioned in your email
(https://www.proludic.com.au/product/play-areas/moving-equipment/rotatingequipment/Rotating-equipment_j2410/ ). I’ve also attached a photo of the one in
Queen Elizabeth playground on South Tce. Hence, we would like to request that a 3D
seesaw is incorporated into the final plan.
If you can incorporate some more challenging elements in the ‘dinosaur’ to keep older
children engaged longer, while not making it too difficult for younger children, that
would be great.
(If it is useful as a point of reference, in the Stan Watson reserve the only part that was
engaging to a 7 yr old boy was moving from the ladder on the north around to the
west side of the cube, as this was sufficiently challenging.)
Please do not take the following points as criticisms, but rather as observations which
may be useful to refine the plan.
For ease of reference, I’ll use the same numbering as was on the Concept Plan.
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1.
Re: the proposed new Garden Bed on the left of the entrance. Near the BBQ
area it is good to have sufficient grass for balls and Frisbees to be used. Hence, a
smaller Garden Bed strip, like on the southern side of ‘6’ may be better? Aesthetically
it would be nice to keep as much lawn as possible too.
2.
Re: fitness equipment – please see my previous email and the post-script at the
end of this message – thanks.
3.
For small children it is good to have at least some of the sand pit area in the
shade. In the winter it is nicest in the warm sunshine, but in the summer small
children get sunburnt easily and it is not comfortable for them to be in hot sand.
Hence, a mix of sun and shade is best.
4.
Can we please have a musical item that is in tune? If notes (e.g. xylophone) or
drums (e.g. bongos & congas) are pitched correctly pleasant sounds can be created by
hitting more than one at the same time (e.g. notes in a chord). Disappointingly, in
most parks musical items are not in tune – which is frustrating to those who are
musically inclined. Could we have an actual instrument, such as a Steel pan drum:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9eGL5apUdE )? The community may just even
get inspired to learn how to play it as we have many musical people in our
neighbourhood.
5.
–
6.
–
7.
–
8.
Can the Dinosaur Discovery be incorporated with the sand pit? In the current
plan it appears that a lot of surface will be sand. Combining ‘3’ and ‘8’ will free up
some space for equipment that is more engaging for older kids.
9.
a) Spikes: Larger rounded spikes, like that of a Stegosaurus (see attached
picture), would look better and not be as dangerous as the spiky ridge that is currently
pictured along the back of the ‘dinosaur’.
b) Tail: An idea for a long tail could be a ‘banister’ style slide (see attached photo),
which can be used to slide down in at least three different ways.
c) Internal nest: We think kids would also like it if a kind of nest depression could be
included inside the dinosaur (a bit like a ‘cubby house’ which they can get into by
climbing up the dinosaur and through the hole in the side). In imaginative play this
could be where the dinosaur eggs are safely stored. Here is a piece of rope play
equipment with ‘nests’: https://www.playgroundcentre.com/products/6m-eaglesnest-bridge-slide/ . However, a solid basket would be much more comfortable than a
rope basket which cuts into kids. I’ve attached an example of a solid ‘mini-nest’
although for playing I think you’d really want something that can hold up to 3 kids.
d) Metal slide: As metal gets very hot in summer it is best to place metal slides in the
shade.
10.
Is it possible to make the flying fox a bit longer? With the nature play
elements, it may be good to combine different elements into a particular pathway.
Often children play ‘Lava’ games where they have to move around (sometimes while
being chased) without touching the ground. It would be great if the nature play
elements could facilitate varied challenges in this type of play. Perhaps having an old
vertical tree trunk to swing off too? Having the uphill / downhill challenge should add
interest 
11.
–
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12.
It’s great that you have kept the lawned area along the southern part of East
Tce for picnics on the grass. This is an ideal spot for kids to roll down the hill!
Other:
Play equipment for older kids:
Another suggestion we found online, which is attractive for older children, is a ‘Queen
swing’. Here the swinging of each tyre affects the others :
https://www.timberplay.com/swingset/
Diagram: https://www.richter-spielgeraete.de/en/playgroundequipment/products/physical-activity/swings/l768000-queen-swing-with-flags/
Playspaces for education:
Finally I re-found the link you were interested in about using playspaces for education,
so here it is:
https://www.israel21c.org/the-coolest-playground-on-the-planet-is-alsoeducational/?fb_comment_id=1398161406922089_1407355492669347
You may be interested to see this link too:
https://www.offgridenergyindependence.com/articles/3112/harvesting-childrensenergy-for-electricity – educational & energy harvesting
Generating energy with outdoor equipment:
These are the best links I found:
https://newatlas.com/tgo-green-heart-electricity-generating-gym/23078/ - see video
at the end to understand how the green heart concept has been used to improve
community health.
https://www.outdoordesign.com.au/news-info/pedal-power-at-darlingharbour/3811.htm - Sydney
https://www.fastcompany.com/2680066/6-future-playgrounds-that-harness-kidsenergy-while-they-play - other ideas (e.g. merry-go-round & swings to generate
energy)
If you want to discuss anything further please feel free to contact me on 0434 163
260.
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Thanks for the meeting at Narnu Wirra Playspace, Nailsworth to discuss the proposed
concept drawing for the park upgrade.
Below is a summary of my key issues re: draft concept:

This park is currently a shared space where people undertake various activities including
picnicking, dog exercise, play space, sitting quietly. Your park upgrade appears to suggest
it will be dominated by a single use, that of a children’s place space, which changes the
current nature of the park. As, the play equipment is scattered throughout the park.
The concept needs to be informed by the existing activities performed in the park and
how people use the space. The park currently has distinct spaces which work well – i.e.
the BBQ area with shelter/seating and this is where people come together for
gatherings/picnics, and to have the outdoor gym equipment slap bang in the middle
leaves little space for people to spread out for picnics.
From a design point of view, the space is very cluttered and mixes too many activities into
a small space. I would suggest moving the gym equipment to the edge of the park on the
western side (i.e. lawn area with soccer net). This may have to be a funding variation, but
will minimise ‘potential’ conflict’.
I would suggest keeping the different spaces for activities well defined and not merge
them together. Have a clean, simple design and don’t overcomplicate it.
I also feel the flying fox is not suitable for such a small park and given its close proximity to
residents. I have heard that flying foxes can be annoying to residents due to the noise
they make (i.e. banging). This piece of equipment may also have maintenance
implications. I would suggest removing this from the concept.
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The other aspect you will need to consider is that this park is also a time-share off-leash
area (refer to sign at the park). The more you promote this as a children’s play space I can
see the off-leash opportunities being eroded over time.
I have completed the online survey, but would like this added to the consultation data.
Will there be an opportunity for the public to review the revised concept before
documentation?
Thanks once again for your time, Nina.
Dear Nina,

t

6.

en

This message is just focussing on the fitness equipment. I will send a separate message about
the other elements shortly.
As we understand no fitness equipment has been selected yet, we have a request and a few
suggestions which we believe will cater for many people.
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Firstly, the request is for there to be a pull up bar.
At the Broadview Oval there are pull-up bars, however, the pull-up bars in the new fitness
area aren’t any good and we understand that the old bars along the eastern edge of the oval
are going to be removed eventually.
The pull-up bars in the new fitness area are very difficult to use. They are too wide in
diameter and too slippery as there is no coating on the metal surface. The old bars have the
ideal diameter and their surface is not so slippery.
Could a bar similar to those that are going to be removed from the eastern side of Broadview
oval be installed at Narnu Wirra?
All that is needed is a simple bar, however, here are a few variations:
Attached photos:
Pull up bar_1 : Bars in 2 or more different heights.
a. You can exercise your arms and laterals (i.e. chin-ups as shown in the picture)
b. You can do gymnastics and let your body spin around the bar, this would be
good for children as well
Pull up bar_2 : Including back exercise in the same apparatus.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=065hwJAFQww – see ‘Chin ups’ on Monkey bars - 0.56 –
1.30 min. Useful for alternative forms of pull ups.
Secondly, as a suggestion …
Equipment to exercise abdominal muscles (something much needed for many of us!)
On one side you could have a ‘sitting twister’ as shown in this
video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIEi84Lr4YI – see 0:30 – 0:40 min.
And on the other side a ‘sit-up & reverse stomach crunch’ board as shown in the same video –
see 1:52 – 2:12 min.
The equipment at Pash Reserve (Attached photo – Sit up board) is great because there is the
right amount of slope on the apparatus and it is quite comfortable to use. The board is on a
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slight incline and is not too strenuous. An added improvement could be a padded roll above
where your knees go, which can act as a comfortable head rest for using the equipment the
reverse way around for crunches.
The new equipment at Broadview is not as good.
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Thirdly, as a suggestion …
Rowing is so good for many muscles in the body and would make a great third piece of
equipment. However, I haven’t seen a proper outdoor rowing machine where the seat can
slide and the arms can pull further once the seat is fully extended.
This is the best I found from a quick online search:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtcJW57sPLk – see 5:45 – 6:06 min. This one has a
sliding seat but no movement for the arms.
At Pash Reserve there is the more common kind which has levers for the arms but no
movement for the legs.
Is it possible to get a proper rowing machine for outdoors?
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Finally, as I know Prospect Council is trying to be innovative, there may be some potential to
incorporate energy generation equipment (to power optional lighting or charge
phones). Certainly home based rowing machines have been adapted for generating power
(e.g. http://www.worldrowing.com/news/using-your-indoor-rower-power-video-game ) and
in Darling Quarter, Sydney, pedal power is used to recharge phones. This may be something
that is more appropriate for parks with greater public visibility (like Broadview Oval).
We hope this feedback is helpful.
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Attachment 6:

One on One Discussions Feedback

1. The Prospect Petanque Club were notified of the consultation via a phone call.
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2. One resident called Council and provided feedback to Council’s Landscape Architect via two
separate phone conversations. A summary of the phone conversations is as follows:
feedback provided regarding play features that incorporate science as a learning tool.
Use of the lawn area as picnic space, and placement of some of the features is unsuitable
including the metal slide, sandpit, discovery trail and cubby house.
Is there a rowing machine (gym equipment) that uses both arm and leg movements?
We’d need to investigate. She will add this in an email with her feedback for the Narnu Wirra
consultation.
Her son finds one part of the cube installed at Stan Watson challenging. But she thinks
he will easily master that. A suggestion for Narnu Wirra is a spinning see-saw which will keep
kids entertained for a long time.
She will send her feedback in an email in addition to filling out the survey on
Engagement Hub.
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3. One resident requested a face-to-face meeting onsite to discuss concerns. A summary of the
meeting is as follows:
Consider existing use of the park – family gatherings around the BBQs, areas where
people have their dogs offleash, etc.
People sit on the mound to eat lunch. It will not be pleasant having the sound of the
flying fox banging so close to someone sitting on the mound, and also next to the Petanque
Club. Too much stuff is happening in the design and the flying fox doesn’t fit. Consider
relocating the flying fox to Broadview Oval where there is more space.
The gym equipment is in an unsuitable location – loss of family gathering space and it
is unsightly seeing someone work out as you’re eating. Consider removing the gym equipment
altogether or put it in the far corner at the southern end, or locate it in the soccer field area
(on the western side of the Petanque Club).
Design is too cluttered.
Play equipment takes up too much space – it’s too spread out/scattered. Need to
define the different areas: lawn area, play, family gathering area, dog area, passive area, etc
Play equipment and dogs off-leash is conflicting in the new design, particularly since
our by-laws state dogs need to be 5 metres away from a playground
Our website states that the off-leash area is on the western side of the precinct
(where the soccer field is), not in the enclosed area, yet the signs are in the enclosed area
It’s better to have bins with lids for dog poo.
It’s a shared space – don’t need to cater specifically for dogs. The more you cater for
dogs (eg. closing gaps in the fence) the more people will use it as a dog off-leash area.
The existing timber post fence is a great solution to closing the space without giving
the impression that it is specifically for dogs (as what a pool fence would have done).
There will be conflict between the gym equipment and the dog off-leash times. She’s
seen this happen at other Councils – dogs go up to people exercising on the gym equipment.
Hence, her comment to consider the different uses of the spaces and define them.
Loves the design of Ern Sconce – she thinks it’s a great little park with a meandering
path.
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Attachment 7:

Social Media Comments
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1. This is currently a very beautiful and inclusive park, with something for everyone. The current
concept will make it more of a dedicated playground, which we already have in the area at
Memorial Gardens. I agree the play equipment was old and daggy, even back when my kids
were little, and definately needs replacing, and that's great. But be aware that the plan gets
rid of the swings, which I've never seen empty. It would great if there was a proper artists
impression, rather than just this thumbnail overhead plan.
2. I can tell you now, there's no room for a swing where you've got it located.
3. Certainly needs an upgrade! Most of the play equipment is old and not really usable for
toddlers
4. So what percentage of lawn will be removed?
5. I can't quite tell from the rough drawing, but it seems most of the lawn will be removed. How
much of the beautiful lawn will be removed?
6. Dinosaurs
7. big yes
8. how cool!!!
9. They're going to get rid of most of the grass.
10. dinosaur theme! Maya will love it!
11. she definitely will
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Attachment 8:

Other

There was one deputation received at the Council Meeting on 25/08/2020, and one late
submission.
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The late submission outlines common themes that were identified from the consultation
responses. The late submission is below:
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PROSPECT GARDENS / NARNU WIRRA
PLAYSPACE UPGRADE - REVISED PLAN (V2)
1

Entry gate is set back from the road.

2

New active area on a rubber surface with fitness
equipment for kids and adults including monkey bars,
chin up bars and parallel bars.

3

New cubby house with a slide.

4

Existing shelter.

5

Reinstate the family gathering area with lawn for
picnics and add a new accessible kids picnic area with
log seats and talking tubes.

LOCATION PLAN

1
11

2

4
3

6

New bridge to cross the ‘lava’
(red mulch in the garden bed).

7

New double swing with a regular
seat and a toddler seat.

10

8

New sandpit* with a digger and a
dinosaur discovery element.
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9
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8

9

11

*Please note dogs
off leash will not be
allowed in this area.
The dog off-leash
area is in the southwest corner of the
precinct and will be
fenced.

10
LEGEND

‘The floor is lava’ theme with red
mulch in the garden beds that
is the ‘lava’ and stepping logs
throughout to avoid stepping on the
‘lava’. There are dinosaur elements
to discover in the garden beds,
including dinosaur eggs.
Older kids play elements including dinosaur themed
equipment** and spinning seesaw.
**The dinosaur equipment is suitable
for a range of ages including older kids,
with the tip of the playground reaching
4 metres in height.

11

Existing
trees
New pine
trees

12

New lights
Furniture:
BBQ, seats,
bins, picnic
setting.
Logs/rocks

11

Upgraded paving and small adjustments to the path,
arbour, stairs and southern entry area.

12

Accessible ramp up to the arbour with a passive garden
to sit and read a book or reflect on life.

